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How to use Shape BCM/CM + Examples

The Shape BCM/CM tip differs from Shape BC/C by the addition of a hollow to its
cut face, providing high solder retention capability. It is used for drag soldering and
correction of bridging.

The surface tension of solder in the hollow section enables bridging to be corrected
and prevents bridging from occurring when drag soldering.Shape BCM/CMShape BC/C

Correcting Bridging

Drag Soldering

Since the pulling force due to surface tension of this type is stronger than that of
Shape BC, solder is not left in unnecessary areas during drag soldering.

1. Feed solder on a hollow section and drag the tip along slowly.

2. Applying flux to leads and land pads before soldering prevents solder bridge.

When the tip is placed onto the bridge, solder that was left in the hollow section
pulls solder from the bridge, removing it.

1. Clean the hollow section with a cleaning sponge, etc. A small amount of solder
may be left in the hollow section to aid removal of bridge.

2. Put the tip on the bridge section and drag it slowly.

NOTE: If solder amount of 
the bridge is large, Shape J, 
K and H are recommended.
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How to use Shape BC/C + Examples
This type has a shape like a cone or column cut at a slant, which allows users to
select the cut surface size depending on the workpiece. It is used for drag soldering
and pre-tinning of lead wires.

A variation of Shape BC/C (Type F) with tinned surface only is available. Try BCF/CF
when facing issues like excessive solder amount or solder bridges. (See below)

Shape BC Shape C Differences Shape BC Shape C

Shape
The tip tapers off towards 
the end (like a cone)

The tip radius is constant (like 
a column)

Heat Capacity Higher Lower

Suitable for:

Point Soldering

Drag Soldering Micro-Soldering

Soldering Chip Parts

Pre-Tinning Lead Wire

Melting & Removing Coil Coating

Shape BC/ C

Shape BCF/ CF
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How to use Shape B + Examples
Shape B is a general rounded shape that can be used from any direction and is easy
to hold at any position. It is possible to solder any surface from small to large, suitable
for a wide range of projects, and is a good tool for both beginners and experts.

Point SolderingDrag Soldering

Put the tip end to the leads and drag
the tip slowly while feeding solder.

NOTE: Apply flux to the leads and
land pads before soldering. It helps
to prevent problems such as solder
bridges.

Soldering Chip Parts

Put the tip to the board and drag the
tip slowly while feeding solder.

NOTE: Some IC are specified by the
manufacturer not to be touched on
the electrode by tip end.

Put the tip end to the board and
the through-hole at one time to
heat them.

Feed solder to form smooth fillet
on the land pad.
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Pre-Tinning Lead Wire

Put the cut surface to the lead and
drag the tip slowly while feeding
solder.

Melting & Removing Coil Coating

1. Put the cut surface to the coil
and terminal at one time to heat
them.

2. Feed solder.

Soldering Cup Terminals

1. Place the lead wire into the cup 
terminal.

2. Put the cut surface of the
soldering tip to the lead and
terminal together to heat them.

3. Feed solder, allow it to melt and 
quickly remove the soldering iron.

How to use Shape D + Examples
This type has a shape like a flat-blade screwdriver and can be soldered by applying
the tip in 2 ways: line and face. The width (size of tip) suitable for the workpiece can be
selected, and it can be used for any soldering work.

It is suitable for soldering at narrow pitches by using the line portion of the soldering
tip. The T12 Series has 10 variations of shape D with line width from 0.5mm to 1.2mm

NOTE: Removing gold plating of terminal and pre-
tinning lead wire will make solder spread over the 

terminal easily and prevents soldering defect.

Point Soldering

Drag Soldering Micro-Soldering

Soldering Chip Parts

Other Applications:

https://hakko.com.sg/collections/t12-series-soldering-tips
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How to use Shape I + Examples

Shape I has a thin conical end and an ultrafine tip which is best suited for soldering 
micro components such as 0603, and for repairing narrow/high-density-mounting 
P.W.Bs. such as in cellular phones, etc.

However, given the narrow and pointed tip, the heat capacity of shape I is low and 
may result in insufficient heat being transferred to the workpiece.

Soldering at Narrow Pitches

Micro-Soldering

The very fine tip end makes it easy to solder
tiny chips and micro components

For workpieces with narrow pitches, the Shape 
I is the best tip to prevent touching nearby ICs.

*Photo shows T12-ILS. Other Tip 12 Shape I 
includes T12-I and T12-IL.

https://hakko.com.sg/products/t12-ils-shape-ils-soldering-tip
https://hakko.com.sg/products/t12-i-shape-i-soldering-tip
https://hakko.com.sg/products/t12-il-shape-il-soldering-tip
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How to use Shape J + Examples
Shape J differs from Shape B and I by bending the tip end and is
capable of soldering by applying the tip in 2 ways: face and point.

It still has a conical/rounded tip and is used for drag soldering
and correction of bridging.

Soldering at Narrow PitchesCorrecting Bridging

If bridge amount is large:

Lay the long end of the tip
perpendicular or parallel) on
the bridge and drag the tip
outwards slowly.

If bridge amount is small:

Stand the tip on the pointed
end and drag the tip slowly
through the solder bridge.

NOTE: Operate with a clean
tip

The fine pointed end of
shape J enables easier
soldering on narrow
workpieces.

In addition, the bent tip
allows you to solder at the
same angle as shape I
(angle B) while maintaining
a more natural grip angle
(angle A), reducing hand
fatigue.

Drag Soldering

Micro-Soldering

Other Applications:
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How to use Shape K + Examples
This type has a shape like a knife and is capable of soldering by
applying the tip in 3 ways: line, face and point. It is used for soldering
at narrow pitches, correction of bridging and drag soldering

Correcting Bridging

If bridge amount is small:

Stand the tip on the pointed
end and drag the tip slowly
through the solder bridge.

If bridge amount is large:

Lay the blade down on the
bridge and drag the tip
outwards slowly.

NOTE: Operate with a clean
tip

Drag Soldering

Quad Flat Pack (QFP):

Lay the blade down with
the line portion flush
against the leads. Ensure
that the tip does not come
in contact with the IC

Pin Though Hole (PTH):

Lay the blade down with
the face flush against the
board to transfer sufficient
heat.

Soldering at Narrow Pitches

Micro-soldering

Other Applications:
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How to use SMD Quad Shape + Examples
There are 3 types of SMD Rework Tips: Quad, Tunnel and Spatula.

The quad type is capable of heating multiple pins or lead wires at once and is 
used for rework of SMDs, mainly for the removal of Quad Flat Packages (QFP).

To remove QFP:

1. Apply flux to the leads

2. Place the quad tip over the QFP, warming the joints

3. Allow the solder to melt, releasing the QFP

4. Remove it using tweezers, etc

Selecting Quad Tip Size

Select the head not by the number of 
pins but by the package size [length x 

width x height] including legs.

Applying Solder

Applying sufficient solder to the tip ends 
makes removing the component easier.
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How to use SMD Tunnel Shape + Examples
There are 3 types of SMD Rework Tips: Quad, Tunnel and Spatula.

The tunnel type is capable of heating multiple pins or lead wires at once and is used 
for rework of SMDs, mainly for the removal of Small Outline Packages (SOP).

To remove SOP:

1. Apply flux to the leads

2. Place the tunnel tip over the SOP to warm the joints.

3. Allow the solder to melt, releasing the SOP

4. Remove it using a pick up tool/vacuum etc

Selecting Tunnel Tip Size

Select the head not by the number of 
pins but by the package size [length x 

width x height] including legs.

Applying Solder

Applying sufficient solder to the tip ends 
makes removing the component easier.
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How to use SMD Spatula Shape + Examples
There are 3 types of SMD Rework Tips: Quad, Tunnel and Spatula.

The spatula type is capable of heating multiple pins or lead wires at once and is used for rework of SMDs, 
mainly for thermo-compression of Printed Wiring Boards (P.W.B.) and soldering shield cases or connectors.

To remove connectors:

1. Apply flux to the leads

2. Place the spatula tip against the joints, warming it up

3. Allow the solder to melt, releasing the connector

4. Remove the connector using tweezers etc

Selecting Spatula Tip Size

Select the head not by the number of 
pins but by the package size [length x 
width x height] including legs.

Applying Solder

Applying sufficient solder to 
the tip ends makes removing 
the component easier.

Cleaning after BGA Removal

1. Apply flux

2. Place the spatula tip on the P.W.B on an angle

3. Move the tip slowly across and lift up quickly 
when done
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How to use Shape A + Examples

Shape A is like a square pyramid and is suitable for general soldering. It
is possible to solder any surface from small to large.

The Shape A tip is applicable for Hakko U, a soldering iron with a
wooden grip handle and Hakko MATCHLESS, a soldering iron that is
meant for sheet metal working (not micro soldering).
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How to use Shape H + Examples

Shape H is bent similar to Shape J, however it differs by having a flat tip end
instead of a pointed tip. It is suitable for drag soldering and correction of bridging.

There are only 2 models of shape H tips: 900M-T-H and 900M-T-1.8H
900M-T-H900M-T-1.8H

Correcting Bridging Drag Soldering

Put the pad section to the
leads and drag the tip along
slowly.

If the bridge amount is small

Lay down the thin part of the tip onto
the bridge and drag the tip slowly
outwards

If the bridge amount is large

Lay down the long part of the tip onto
the bridge and drag the tip slowly
outwards

NOTE: Please operate with a clean tip
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How to use Shape R + Examples

Shape R has a groove at the end of the tip which is suitable for removing integrated circuit
components. Simply place the heated tip over the component to be removed. Once the solder
has melted, releasing the component, use a tweezer or similar tool to remove the component.

The tip size chosen should be one that the component fits nicely to ensure the solder melts
before the rest of the board or the component gets overheated
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How to use Shape S + Examples

Shape S is derived from other shapes (B, C, D, I) and adapted to be suitable for narrow-pitch soldering while still
maintaining the shape. Shape S has a narrower neck to avoid touching nearby components on a packed circuit board.

Other shapes suited for narrow-pitch soldering: Shape I, Shape K.

However, please note that 900M-T-S10 and 900M-T-S11 are not suitable for narrow-pitch soldering.

Soldering at Narrow PitchesMicro-soldering

Shape SB: Tip end size R0.2

The special shape of the
fine tip end makes it easy to
solder a tiny chip.

Shape S: Tip end size R0.5

The special shape of the
Shape SB fine tip end
prevents it from touching
nearby chips.
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How to use Concave Shape + Examples
This tip has a concave section (or V-groove) at the tip to allow better access to the lead. 

The wider surface area that comes into contact with the board and the lead means that there is 
an excellent heat supply to the solder joints, ensuring sufficient solder flow-up. 

It is recommended for multi-layered boards or thick printed wiring boards (PWB).

When to use concave soldering tip:

• Lead-free solder does not flow-up sufficiently

• Having to use 2 soldering irons or a desoldering tool to provide more heat to solder joints

• Unable to use a preheater

• High heat capacity required for your workpiece

Insufficient flow-up 
with normal tip

Sufficient flow-up 
with concave tip

Concave Tip V-Groove Tip

There are 2 types, concave and V-groove.

You should select and use the one
according to your preference for specific
flute width, angle of contact, heat capacity
determined by flute shape, as well as land
size and lead diameter.
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How to use Heavy Duty Tips + Examples
Heavy duty soldering tips are derived from the shapes B, D and I with a thicker radius 
along its body to increase heat storage. This makes it best suited for work requiring 
high heat capacity.

Heavy duty tips are only available in the T12 Series Soldering Tips.

Inc. Workpiece TemperatureSaves Soldering Time

The high heat capacity reduces the time 
taken to solder each point, overall 

causing a significant decrease which 
increases efficiency in the long run.

With the heavy duty tip's increased 
heat capacity, the temperature of the 
workpiece is increased, allowing the 

solder to melt easily.

https://hakko.com.sg/collections/t12-series-soldering-tips
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How to use Long Life Tips + Examples

The long life soldering tip is derived from basic types B, BC, C, D and K by special processing. Hakko's special treatment 
allows a tip to last approximately two times longer than the standard type. It's the optimum approach for the short life tip by 
corrosion hole.

There are two types of issues that occur with a standard short-life tip: Corrosion and Oxidation.

Oxidation of Soldering TipCorrosion of Soldering Tip

Solder can corrode the iron plating when the iron (Fe) 
forms an alloy with the tin (Sn) from the solder itself 

and melts into the solder.

The special processing of the long-life tip mitigates 
the corrosion from solder, extending the lifespan of 

the tip. 

Oxidation occurs naturally over repeated usage or high 
temperature.

To fix it, simply use the FT-700 Tip Polisher and the FS-100 
Chemical Paste to remove the oxide and recoat the tip to 

form a protective layer against oxidation.
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